
VALORANT CHAMPIONS TOUR 
CHALLENGERS OPEN QUALIFIER RULES  

I. OVERVIEW  
This is the official ruleset for the Qualifier portions of the Valorant Challenger event. 
Official RIOT ruleset will be available for the Closed Qualifier and Masters portions.  
 

1. ALL AGENTS ARE AVAILABLE  
2. ALL MAPS ARE AVAILABLE  
3. SCHEDULE 

II. GENERAL RULES  

1. Custom Lobbies  
a. Top Seed will create the custom lobby and will invite the opposite team captain via Riot ID 

using the Battlefy match dashboard to communicate with the team you are playing. Team 

Captains will then invite their respective players to the lobby after making map picks and 

bans on Battlefy. 

b. Top Seed will be responsible with choosing the most fair server for both teams, prioritizing the 

lowest ping differential. If players cannot decide this, a tournament admin will make the 

decision for the server. 

c. Lobby Settings: 
CHEATS: OFF 
TOURNAMENT MODE: ON  
OVERTIME: WIN BY TWO: ON 
PLAY OUT ALL ROUNDS: OFF 

2. Exploits  
a. VALORANT has some bugs, exploits and glitches, most of which are being fixed 

routinely. Most of these exploits pertain to certain agents and abilities and while all 

agents will be available, KNOWN exploits and glitches will be listed and banned in 

Discord so as to inform you of what is and isn’t allowed. As a rule of thumb, any 

ability that is invisible, invulnerable, silent (when it should make an audio queue) or 

glitched out/into the map are considered exploits even if they are not currently on the 

list. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kDm4huyCsc4RjTnfpVZiv13rOy_uqrQp/view


b. If there is evidence of a player abusing an exploit there will be a warning and possible 

disqualification depending on the severity. If that same team abuses another exploit 

after receiving a warning, they will be immediately disqualified. 

3. Timeouts and Disconnects  

a. Technical TImeouts will only be used for Disconnects and/or serious technical issues with a 

player. If a technical timeout is used, one representative from each team must 

immediately join the “Tournament Support” Discord voice channel and let the admins 

know of the issue.  

b. Timeout 1 (tactical): 30 seconds  

c. Technical Timeout 1: up to 10 Minutes  

d. Technical Timeout 2: up to 5 Minutes  

e. If a team has used their available timeouts they will not be allowed another and may 

have to play out the rest of the match 4v5 depending on the ruling of the admin and 

the issue that is persisting.  

 

III. ROSTER  
ALL PLAYERS MUST SIGN THE RIOT PLAYER RELEASE FORM TO COMPETE 

IN THE CLOSED QUALIFIER. Any player that does not sign this form by Sunday 

Night at 12:00am EST, the week of the Closed Qualifier, will not be eligible to 

compete in that week’s Open Qualifier. Forms will be emailed after teams qualify. 

1. Substitutes and Roster Changes  

f. Each team is allowed two substitutes. You may only swap players between group or 

bracket rounds, not during a match unless otherwise agreed upon by the 

tournament admin. 

g. You may not make any roster changes the day of the event. All roster changes must be 

submitted by midnight (EST) the Sunday before the event.  

h. Only 2 players may be swapped out of the original playing roster, three original members 

must remain for the Closed Qualifier. You may not “give” your team slot away.  

IV. STREAMING & BROADCAST  



Below are the rules for streaming and broadcast. All streaming and co-streaming 

requires approval from Nerd Street Gamers.  

1. Broadcast  
a. During a timeout on live broadcast the production team must switch scenes. This is 

to keep competitive integrity for the sake of stream sniping and teams seeking  

information by using our broadcast to their advantage during a timeout.  

b. Valorant tournament organizers must toggle off the "show blood" and “show bodies” 

setting, per Riot guidelines. This includes small, community tournaments of less than 

$10k prize pool.  

2. Streaming  

b. Content Creators are free to live stream the event. They will be required to have their 

streams muted during discord conversations with admins including the captains meeting 

before the tournament begins.  

c. We recommend that live streams have a delay on them. This will not be enforced but we 

will not be regulating “Stream Sniping” as you have free will to implement a delay.  

d. CO-Streaming requires approval from Nerd Street Gamers.  

i. Graphics pack  

ii. Title approval  

iii. Hashtags and commands 

 
V. SEEDING  

1. Seeding (work in progress) 

Seeding for the Valorant Challenger Open Qualifier will be done by the below system  

1. First Strike Series > SPIKEGG TOP 30 RANKINGS  

a. Top 50 Total (SpikeGG rankings based off current/previous 3 months of events) 

b. 5 event placements (SpikeGG formula)  

VI. MAP BANS / VETOES / SIDE SELECTION  
The below system will be used for Map Bans / Vetoes and Side Selection  

Map Pool: Bind, Haven, Split, Ascent, Icebox 



1.  Best of Three (IF TOP SEED BANS FIRST)  
a. Top Seed - Ban 1 map 
b. Low Seed - Ban 1 map 
c. Low Seed - Picks Map 1 
d. Top Seed - Map 1 side selection 
e. Top Seed - Picks Map  
f. Low Seed - Map 2 side selection 
g. Remaining Map is played for Map 3 
h. Top Seed - Map 3 side selection 

 
2. Best of Three (IF TOP SEED PICKS MAP FIRST)  

a. Low Seed - Ban 1 map 
b. Top Seed - Ban 1 map 
c. Top Seed - Picks Map 1 
d. Low Seed - Map 1 side selection 
e. Low Seed - Picks Map  
f. Top Seed - Map 2 side selection 
g. Remaining Map is played for Map 3 
h. Low Seed - Map 3 side selection 

 
3. Best of FIVE (IF TOP SEED PICKS MAP FIRST)  

a. Top Seed: picks Map 1  
b. Low Seed: Map 1 side selection 
c. Low Seed: picks Map 2 
d. Top Seed: Map 2 side selection 
e. Top Seed: picks Map 3  
f. Low Seed: Map 3 side selection 
g. Low Seed: picks Map 4 
h. Top Seed: Map 4 side selection 
i. Low Seed: side selection on remaining map 

 
4. Best of FIVE (IF LOW SEED PICKS MAP FIRST)  

a. Low Seed: picks Map 1  
b. Top Seed: Map 1 side selection 
c. Top Seed: picks Map 2 
d. Low Seed: Map 2 side selection 
e. Low Seed picks Map 3  
f. Top Seed: Map 3 side selection 
g. Top Seed: picks Map 4 
h. Low Seed Map 4 side selection 
i. Top Seed: side selection on remaining map 

VII. Battlefy and Discord 

1. Battlefy 



a. Teams must register on Battlefy with a 5 player roster. Teams may add up to two 
substitute players.  

b. Team captains will receive an email with a step by step instructional guide outlining how 
to register on battlefy using the code sent in the email.  

c. Battlefy will be used for bracketing, match assignment, team communication, vetoes, coin 
flips and disputes. The dispute feature will be used to ping admins.  

 
2. Discord  

a. Each team captain will be required to join the NSG Discord and will participate in a 
captains meeting for a quick breakdown of the event regarding schedule and broadcast 
on the tournament day.  

b. Text channels will be set up for secondary communications. The main form of 
communication with admins should be in the Tournament Support voice channel for the 
quickest response. You will also be able to use the “Report Match Issue” button on 
Battlefy to ping admins with a problem, but Discord should be the primary form of 
communication with admins. 

https://discord.com/invite/nerdstgamers

